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Risk/RewardRisk/Reward

If you buy 
here, what is 
the target? 
What is the 

risk?

1
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Risk/rewardRisk/reward

With a purchase at 
the hammer and a 
target to the falling 
window we have a 
good r/r trade.
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RiskRisk--rewardreward

1

2

Two hammers at 1 
and 2. But due to 
falling windows only 
hammer 2 presents a 
buying opportunity 
due to the r/r.
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Price targets Price targets –– slide 1 of 2slide 1 of 2

On this morning 
star pattern where 
is the stop? And 
where is a 
potential price 
target? 
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Price targets Price targets -- slide 2 of 2slide 2 of 2

On this morning 
star pattern where 
is the stop? – The 
low of the pattern.

And pick a 
potential price 
target. – The falling 
window and the 
high at H where the 
sell off began.

Falling 
window

H

Subsequent 
action 
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Candlecharts.com

Confirmation

““He whose ranks are He whose ranks are 
united in purpose will united in purpose will 

be victorious”be victorious”
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Nison Trading Nison Trading 
PrinciplePrinciple

The more signalsThe more signals-- either either 
candle or Western or a candle or Western or a 
combination of both combination of both ––
converge at the same level, converge at the same level, 
the more likely a reversal. the more likely a reversal. 
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Cluster of CandlesCluster of Candles

1- falling window keeps trend 
down

2- bullish shadows hint  bears 
losing force

3 and 4- bullish engulfing 
pattern and rising window  
prove bulls’ have taken full 
control
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ConfirmationConfirmation

Bullish engulfing 
patterns and bullish 
shadows confirming 
support zone.
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Bearish engulfing pattern but what is confirmation?Bearish engulfing pattern but what is confirmation?
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P.R.O.F.I.T.S 
PPotent Insightsotent Insights
RReduce Riskseduce Risks
OOutmaneuver your competitionutmaneuver your competition
FFind Pivotal Support /Resistanceind Pivotal Support /Resistance
IIdentify False Breakoutsdentify False Breakouts
TTerminate Bad Tradeserminate Bad Trades
SStay Alive!tay Alive!
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PPotent Insightsotent Insights
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PPotent Insightsotent Insights
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RReduce Riskseduce Risks
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Reduce Risk
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OOutmaneuver your utmaneuver your 
competitioncompetition
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Outmaneuver your competitionOutmaneuver your competition
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FFind Pivotal ind Pivotal 
Support and Support and 
ResistanceResistance
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Find pivotal support /resistance
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IIdentify False dentify False 
BreakoutsBreakouts
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Identify False Breakouts
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TTerminate Bad erminate Bad 
TradesTrades
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Terminate Bad Trades
Do these candle 
lines give you a 
sense that the 
bulls are in full 
control?
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SStay Alive!tay Alive!



The race is not always to the The race is not always to the 
swiftest, but to those who keep swiftest, but to those who keep 
running.running.
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How it all comes togetherHow it all comes together (hourly)(hourly)
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1

5

4

3
21- Rising Resistance 

Line

2- Shooting Star

2a – Bearish Engulfing 

3- Falling Window

4- Bearish Divergence

5- Failure at window’s 
resistance

Stay Alive- Confluence of signals for NASDAQ



Every time there is Every time there is 
a trade someone is a trade someone is 

wrong!wrong!
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Web site: www. candlecharts.comWeb site: www. candlecharts.com

EE--mail: nisonmail: nison@candlecharts.com@candlecharts.com

Telephone: 732.254.8660Telephone: 732.254.8660

Be sure to visit our site for our 
newest products and services!


